Alternative dispute resolution (ADR) especially arbitration, mediation and negotiation should be the primary means of dispute resolution, owing to the fact that the Belt and Road initiative covers more than 60 jurisdictions worldwide which have different legal systems. ADR plays a crucial role in resolving international disputes in speedy and discreet manners.

In light of ADR’s advantages over litigation, as well as the substantial increase in contracts and businesses involving Chinese and Malaysian parties, a conference themed “Cross border investments and its legal consequences: ADR in Belt and Road” will be held on Saturday, 9th December 2017 at KLRCA. This conference is organized by Kuala Lumpur Regional Centre for Arbitration (KLRCA), and co-organized by China ASEAN Legal Cooperation Center (CALCC).

The conference is an opportune avenue to further establish cooperative relations between Chinese and Malaysian counterparts. Parties looking forward to finding international business opportunities shall consider this event an essential part of their agendas.